Graphic Communication

Design Elements
and Principles

Design Elements and Principles
The purpose of graphic design is to create documents and publications that have visual
impact and hold the attention of the viewer or reader. To achieve visual impact, graphic
designers, refer to a list of important guidelines called design elements and principles.

Design Elements
Design elements can be thought of as the essential building blocks of successful graphic
design. It is essential for a graphic designer to understand how to use design elements
and how to combine them for the best possible effect.

Design Elements
Line
Lines or Rules are used to divide up a layout or connect elements in a layout. Lines can
vary in thickness and be coloured. Underlining words emphasise a point.

The red line is use here to
close of this area of the article.

The red and black lines are used
to emphasise the text the page.

Design Elements
Shape
Creative use of shape can help to sustain readers interest. Shape can also help organise a
page by separating items and making the layout easier to follow. Shapes can be
categorised as organic (natural shapes), geometric, abstract, feminine and masculine.

Square
photograph
contrasts
with the
circular
photographs

Circles are
used to
emphasis the
photographs

Design Elements
Texture

Texture can be considered in two ways; physical texture and is provided by the
coarseness or smoothness of paper. Visual Texture is the pattern in images such as the
pattern of tree bark in a photograph. Both forms can be employed to create moods and
add richness to a graphic display. Blocks of text can also create texture and can provide
visual balance.
The detail in
the feathered
dress creates
visual texture
on the page.

The detail in the
hedge creates
visual texture on
the page.

Paper provide
texture on a page.
Smooth, glossy,
rough.

The text creates
texture on the
page to echo the
texture of the
rock
The text has been used to create
the texture of the girls face.

Design Elements
Size

The relationship between items and a graphic layout can be emphasized by size. Often
the most important items in a layout will be the biggest. This is done to create a
dominant focal point. Text is also used in this way- heading generally use a bigger font
size than body copy while subheadings fall in between.
The main heading
is the biggest and
most important on
the page.

The biggest image
on the page which
makes it the focal
point.

Subheadings have
dominance on the
page but not as
much as main
heading.

Design Elements
Colour

Perhaps the most effective visual element on a page, colour is used to create moods and
stimulate emotions. This is essential to the graphic designer when a product or service is
being marketed. Colour combinations are useful in creating a corporate identity that the
public will remember. Harmonious colours will bring unity to a graphic layout while
contrasting colours will create drama.
The warm
Reds and
Yellows
contrasts
with the
cold, blue
back ground.
This catches
the readers
attention and
creates
impact.

The blue in the
back ground of
the heading
harmonises
with the blue
walls and
furniture of the
image. This
creates a
calming effect
on the reader.

Design Elements
Colour

Colour creates corporate identity and automatically you associate certain colours with
certain brands. Some examples are shown below.

Design Elements
Value

Value deals with the use of colour tones in a layout. Darker tones have a higher value.
Setting dark tones against light tones creates contrast and makes a graphic display more
dramatic.
The darker green in the
font has a higher value
than the green back
ground. This creates
impact and attracts the
readers attention to the
heading.

Design Elements
Mass

All items in layout have mass. A bold heading has a greater mass than a small subheading. Blocks of text also have a mass. Lines and colour fills mass but thin lines can
bring a formal elegance to a layout while heavy blocks of colour can represent fun and
playfulness.
The large Heading
has the biggest
mass over all the
text.

The image has the
greatest mass as
it’s the largest on
the page creating
impact.

The drop capital
has a larger mass
than the
remaining text
creating impact
and attracting the
reader to the start
of the article. .

Design Principles
The principles of design refer to the way elements are assembles and to the overall
composition of the designed pages. Design principles can vary according to fashion – a
magazine design from 40 years ago would be quite different to a current magazine
design. Different design principles can also be used for different purposes- an insurance
company would probably want its document to look quite different to flyers for a sports
club, so the designers would use different sets of design principles.

Design Principles
Balance

One way of looking at visual balance is to consider a page on which the layout of the
items is symmetrical, so that items are equally spaced around the centre. The layout
would feel stable, strong and conservative. Companies like banks and building societies
often favour this formal style. A layout that is asymmetrical can bring contrast,
movement, excitement and variety to a layout. This informality can also create a more
relaxed style. Modern design often favours an asymmetrical layout.

Symmetrical balance
is more formal.

Asymmetrical balance is
more fun and playful.

Design Principles
Contrast

Creating contrast introducing elements (colours, font styles and shapes) that are
opposites or are very different will increase the visual impact of a piece. The use of
contrast will give your publication an eye-catching quality.

The circle
contrasts with
the angular
images and text
boxes making it
stand out on the
page.

The warm, red
on this pages
contrasts with
the cold blue on
the opposite
page.

The elegant, bold font contrasts with the simple font in the
remainder of the article making it stand out to the reader.

Design Principles
Emphasis/Dominance

There will be items in your layout that need to be given greater emphasis than other
items, such as headings, subheading and graphics. These items can be made to
dominate the page by making fonts bigger or bold or underlined, or by displaying them
against a background.

The large,
white
heading has
a greater
emphasis
on the page
therefore is
more
dominant.

The large
image also
has greater
emphasis
on the page
therefore is
more
dominant.

Design Principles
Rhythm

Creating the feeling of movement by repeating elements can help a layout to flow.
Rhythm can direct the reader and make the layout easier to understand.

The repetition of images
and text creates rhythm.

The repetition of red and black
highlighted text creates rhythm.

The repetition of bullet point
numbers creates rhythm.

Design Principles
Proximity

Careful positioning of related elements in close proximity can make a publication easier
to follow and understand. Positioning items close together can create unity. Unity can
also be achieved with the appropriate use of colour throughout different parts of a
publication.

The images grouped
close together create
unity/proximity.

The images and
related text create
unity/proximity.

Design Principles
Unity
Unity allows the design elements to work together to support the design to connect and
unite (bring together) the DTP layout . There are many ways to achieve this.

Overlapping an image
onto text can create
unity. It makes a physical
connection between text
and image.

Lines can do the same!
Placing the lines behind
the image connects and
unifies the combination.

Using a colour fill behind
two items can connect
them. The text and torch
are connected by the
blue flashbar.

Design Principles
Repeating colours in different parts
of the layout (repetition) can tie
items together: use the eye-dropper
tool for this.

Repeating features in separate
positions can create unity. The
double lines tell the eye that this is
a unified layout.

Design Principles
Using harmonies colours can have a
unifying effect. The colours in the
torch are used else where in the
layout and the mid-tones all
balance across the display.

Positioning items closer to other
items can create unity. The text
wrap positions text close to the
image, creating a connection.

Design Principles
Alignment

DTP allows you to align elements (text, graphics and lines etc) anywhere on the page.
The placing of these elements should be deliberate, not random. The aim is to connect
the elements visually to achieve a neat, structured look.
The text columns are
in line in height and at
the same width.

The images are
aligned with the
column width and
bottom on the text.

Design Principles
White space

Leaving areas of a layout free from text and graphics creates white space that allows the
eye to rest. Wide areas of head space, foot space and margins can provide this. White
space can also create focus by directing the reader’s eye to graphics or text nearby.

The white space around the text allows the
readers eye to rest and brings focus to the text.

White space doesn’t have to ‘white’. The yellow
around the text is classed as ‘white space.

Design Principles
Flow

A graphic designer uses layout to help the text and graphics flow by leading the eye
through a page. We are conditioned to read from the top left to bottom right. A
magazine cover normally has the title at the top, a photograph in the middle and a
contents list down one side or along the bottom. The layout makes use of emphasis and
flow to grab browsers and entice them into the magazine.

Top left

Bottom Right
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